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1. Introduction
Recently, ultra-small MOSFETs of less than a few tens

of nanometer size are ardenfly investigated [1] in request of
the semiconductor roadmap. The performance limit of these
nanoscale devices are knov"n to be estimated by the ballistic
MOSFET characteristics [2][3]t41. However, the estimation
usually suggests a real MOSFET performance is far lower
than the ideal value t3lt5lt6l. This paper shows that the
multi-subband effect substantially rerdses the simple one-
subband estimation and limits the ideal high performance
even at room temperature. An improved value of the
uppermost performance drawing nearer to the real ultra-
small dwice value is also reported.

Conventional sub-micrometer MOSFETs were well
described by the transport model using the carrier mobility,
in which the carrier mean free path is required to be far
smaller than the device size. In recent nanoscale MosFETs,
howwer, the device size is approaching'to the mean free
path and carriers suffer only a small number of scatterings
in the course from the source to the drain. These .,quasi-

ballistic" MOSI|ETs are better analyzed by staning from the
ballistic MosItET without any scattering in the channer,
and then introducing limited number of scattering events, as
is illustrated in Fig. l.

2. One-Subband yersus Multi-Subband
specifically, the ballistic MosIiET characteristics predict

the uppermost high-performance of nanoscale MOSFETs,
and the I-v ctnracteistics of the z-channel ballistic Mos
on Si (100) surface are expressed as in Figs. 2 and3 [2]. The
Multi-Subband Model MSM) considers the rnany subband
structure (actually 4 subbands in the following calculation)
in n-Si 6 valleys correctly. The one-subband approximation
considering the lowest zubband is justified when most
electrons resort to the lowest zubband as is approximately
satisfied in ultra-small MosItETs. It is tractable because it
allows a compact drain current expression in terms of
terminal voltages. The higher subband contribution is
effectively considered by modi$ing the parameter M", the
number of lowest valleys @frective One-subband
Approximation (EO S A)).
The saturation drain current of a ballistic MOSFET is

represented by the current at the beginning of channel and is
generally expressed as I:WQlv,a l2l, where W is the

channel widtb lQl:Cdff€Vd is the channel charge
density at the sour@ edge, and vi4 (injection velocity) is the
velocity with which carriers are injected from the source
electrode to the channel. The v;r.is a firnction of lel, and
EOSA provides its value of L.2-2x107cmls, which predicts
the MOS uppermost current distribute up to 3mA/pm in
strong inversion. However, even a l5nm experimental
MOSFET provides only 0.615 mA/pm [1], for example.

3. Results
The injection velocity and the drain crurent for both EOSA

and MSM are evaluated and compared to each other.
Subband levels for acceptor concentration of l0l8cm-3,
which value or even higher concentration is required in
nanoscale MOSFETs, are computed in tlartree
Approximation solving the Schrodinger equation and the
Poisson equation self-consistently. The lowest 4 enerry
levels of .Ee, Eo', Er and E2, which are plotted in Fig. 4 as a
function of lQl, are considered in the analysis. The iqiection
velocity viin Lnd the drain current I arc computed by use of
the formulae in Figs. 2 and3 and the rezult is plotted in Figs.
5 and 6. vini in weak inversion is almost constant around
1.2x107cm/s, which is the thermal velocity of non-
degenerate electron gas, (2ksT/ om)'t'.It increases as lel
increases in strong inversion due to the carrier degeneracy.
But the value g)rcseding 2.0x 107cm/s in EOSA is zuppressed
to less than 1.6x107cm/s by the multi-subband effect. The
fact that vp; is confined within a narrow region between
1.2x107cm/s and l.6x107cm/s means the carrier degeneracy
effect is limited at the room temperature. The drain current
in Fig. 6 shows the overall behavior is analogous to that of
vp.7i cllrv€, but notice that the multi-subband effect reduces
its magnitude to around 80% of the EOSA value for large

l0l. FiS. 7 shows the fraction of the lowest zubband cariers
to the total channel carrier, which is around 80% and goes
lower for large Pl. Table I compares perforrnance of
nanoscale MOSFETs reported recenfly. The ballisticity r is
so defined that r(experimental MOS /,.J@allistic MOS
/,"J. Notice that EOSA significantly underestimates the
value. Although estimation of source/drain resistance
includes ambiguity, tlre case rA.69 asserts that more than
80% of injected carriers escape back-scattering to source
and reach drain. The newer and smaller MOSFETs tend to
have lower ballisticity.
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4. Conclusions
Compared to the simple EOSA method, the more
rigorous MSM estimation provides a 2Ao/o smaller
value for the uppermost performance of nanoscale
MOSFET. fire result indicates the recent nanoscale
MOSFET report may include devices operating at
close to the ideal ballistic limit.
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Fig. 3. Multi-Subband Model
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FiS. 2. Effective One-Subband
Approximation (EOSA)
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Table. I. Comparison of
MOSFET ballisticity. See Ref.
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